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TCS Latest Placement Paper Questions with solutions Â (15) 1. A man is known to speak truth 3 out of 4 times.

Let the money with Raj is M. A city in the US has a basketball league with three basketball teams, the Aziecs,
the Braves and the Celtics. A sports writer notices that the tallest player of the Aziecs is shorter than the
shortest player of the Braves. The shortest of the Celtics is shorter than the shortest of the Aziecs, while the
tallest of the Braves is shorter than the tallest of the Celtics. The tallest of the Braves is taller than the tallest of
the Aziecs. Which of the following can be judged with certainty? Both X and Y b. Neither X nor Y Ans: We
solve this problem by taking numbers. Let the shortest of Braves is 4 feet. Then tallest of Aziecs is less than 4.
So let it be 3 feet. There are 3 classes having 20, 24 and 30 students respectively having average marks in an
examination as 20,25 and 30 respectively. The three classes are represented by A, B and C and you have the
following information about the three classes. In class A highest score is 22 and lowest score is 18 b. In class
B highest score is 31 and lowest score is 23 c. In class C highest score is 33 and lowest score is If five
students are transferred from A to B, what can be said about the average score of A; and what will happen to
the average score of C in a transfer of 5 students from B to C? B Class A average is And their range is 18 to
22 Class B average is And their range is 23 to 31 Class A average is If the initial value of the scooter is Rs.
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What are the odds that 5 consecutive cars of the same color will come through the test area at any one time?
The speakers discuss how a lot of miraculous mathematics can be achieved if mankind as well as womankind
had only worked with fewer digits. The problem posed at the end of the workshop is How many four digit
numbers can be formed using the digits 1, 2,3,4 ,5 but with repetition that are divisible by 4? Can you help
Alok find the answer? Jagan recorded the radius of some echina at a particular spot as 7mm. How many years
back did the solar blast occur? Each reading spot consists of a round table with 9 chairs placed around it.
There are some readers such that in each occupied reading spot there are different numbers of readers. A is an
Italian sports car manufacturer based in Maranello, Italy. Founded by Enzo Ferrari in as Scuderia Ferrari , the
company sponsored drivers and manufactured race cars before moving into production of street-legal vehicles
in as Feraari S. Throughout its history, the company has been noted for its continued participation in racing,
especially in Formula One where it has employed great success. Rohit once bought a Ferrari. For all values of
n from 1 to The Hobbits and the Elves are peaceful creatures who prefer slow, silent lives and appreciate
nature and art. The dwarves and the men engage in physical games. The game is as follows. A tournol is one
where out of the two teams that play a match, the one that loses get eliminated. To identify the mice, the lab
has prepared labels with numbers 1 to , by combining tags numbered 0 to 9. The 5 experiments to be
conducted by lab are to be thoroughly documented and performed only after a round of approval by
authorities. The approval procedure takes around 48 hours. While water fills at the rate of one litre every hour
in A, it gets filled up like 10, 20, 40, 80, â€¦ in tank B. At the end of first hour, B has 10 litres , second hour it
has 20, and so on. Suppose you take one spoon of water out of the first tumbler and pour it into the second
tumbler. After moving you take one spoon of the mixture from the second tumbler and pour it back into the
first tumbler. Which one of the following statement holds now? Named Continuator, the robot can duet with a
live musician in real- time. If the cost of making the robot is divided between and then computes a
complementary phrase with the same playing style. If the cost of making the robot is divided between
materials , labour and overheads in the ratio of 4: The lights are out and it is totally dark inspite of the
darkness. She can make out the difference between a hat and a glove. What is his average speed for the
journey? These pathogens were responsible for the Irish potato famine of the midthcentury. These seem to
have attacked the tomato crops in England this year. The tomato crops have reduced and the price of the crop
has risen up. How much more would a vegetable vendor need to pay to buy 27 boxes this month over what he
would have paid last month? The points in P lie on a circle. This scrutiny is supposed to deter and detect
crime. In one criminal case, the police interrogates two suspects. The ratio between the ages of the two
suspects is 6: After how many years will the ratio be 8: She realizes that she has used more small cubes than
she really needed. She realized that she could have glued a fewer number of cubes together to lock like a block
with same dimensions, if it were made hollow. What is the minimum number of cubes that she needs to make
the block? Two of the coins are special and the rest are ordinary. Alok starts and the players take turns
removing an ordinary coin of their choice from the circle and bringing the other coins closer until they again
form a smaller circle. The goal is to bring the special coins adjacent to each other and the first player to do so
wins the game. Initially the special coins are separated by two ordinary coins O1 and O2. Which of the
following is true? And try to solve all the questions and comment answers thank you. I am a programmer,
Presently working as a Software Engineer. I love Linux and Open Source. Apart from that, I love to explore
new technologies and things.
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Learn and practice the placement papers of TCS and find out how much you score before you appear for your
next interview and written test. You can easily solve all kind of placement test papers by practicing the
exercises given below. You can easily solve all kind of questions by practicing the following exercises. I had
only Email writing and was exempted from aptitude. The question was as follows: Write an Email to the
Branch manager, Mr. Ahmed informing him that your wallet had been stolen 2 days ago and request him to
block your card. Juzz make sure that you use all the phrases given in the question 2. I used pickpocketed
instead of pickpocket. Form small sentences using each word. There was a panel of 2 members for my
technical interview. I was standing there for a minute and then I asked Me: Mam, Can I have a seat? Smiled
Yes, of course. So tell us about yourself? What are your strengths? Use words like ready to accept challenges,
hardworking , sincere, analytical, problem solving capability, leadership and so on. Be ready to support any of
these qualities with an example. Looked at my CV and smiled You like Computer networks! I had mentioned
it in my CV Me: So what is Distributed Computing? I was lyk ye kya puch rahe hain Sorry sir, I am not aware
of it Though I had a little idea about it, I preferred not to tell. Because the other questions would be on that.
But if you say "Yes" and answer wrong, it spoils your impression. Sir, I know the basics of Networking which
I had studied as a subject in Engineering. So what do you know about Networks? Explain its layers and their
functions. But be strong at your basics and answer. What is Cloud computing? Juzz make a note of latest
technologies like cloud, hadoop and their applications Interviewer: And then he deviated from my resume and
asked me about Software Engineering SE. So you know about SDLC? Be prepared with all the subjects not
everything but at least the basics. You never know what subject the interviewer might be interested in. I first
tried to recover from the shock that he was asking me SE. Trying to recall the fullform first: Explained with all
the phases. What is Agile Process? What are the different models? Draw any two model and compare them. I
thought of drawing waterfall and spiral model but he asked me to draw waterfall and RAD model Explained.
The best thing was, I was able to recall all the things one after the other. Asked me questions on them.
Answered all of them. So what are different Static and Dynamic diagrams? Can you draw a sequence
diagram? Was very nervous since I was thinking whether I would be able to recall all the notations and their
meaning Definitely, Sir. Asked me questions on my diagram. Is this diagram Synchronous or Asynchronous?
It is synchronous, because for each message sent there is an acknowledgement. I say its Asynchronous. Now I
was in a fix Maybe you are right, but since I see acknowledgement for each and every message I say its
synchronous. I still say it is Asynchronous. Extremely nervous Sir, can you please explain it to me. May be I
have interpreted the diagram in a wrong manner. Explained me why he said its Asynchronous Now you got it?
I had to just extend that activation line then my answer would have been right Yes sir, thank you so much for
clearing that. Always try to show your willingness to learn if you are wrong Interviewer: Asked some more
questions on the diagram and then he started doing something on the Laptop Me: Write any program in any
language. I wrote the factorial program using Java. If you are a Computer or IT student then write the program
using object ka concept. Two classes one for program logic and other for testing that program using objects.
This is what they expect from us. Have you learnt this program? Gathering some courage You want me to
write some other program. I will do it. Relieved Thinking if he had given me some other program what would
have happened?!!!!! Sir, what kind of skills do you expect from a fresher? You have all the skills. Mam joined
and said the same Just brush them up nicely. Very very happy Thank you so much. Within minutes after my
technical round I had my HR round. There were two chairs in front of him. One was opposite him and the
other to his right. I wondered where to sit. Can I have a seat? Sir where should i sit? Sit wherever you want. I
chose the one which was opposite to him. Why did you choose this chair? Sir because you are sitting exactly
in my line of sight. So communication would be better. I know many will laugh at this Sir: So if you sit on that
chair then also I would be in your line of sight. I said I will have an to sit in an inclined way to face you. Its
ok, I have no problem. Ok, Sir I said and shifted to that chair And fortunately that conversation ended. My
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name is Pratima Purohit. What is the meaning of your name? It means an idol or a statue. So you believe in
idol worship? But your name means idol rite? But my parents gave me that name. So what do you believe in?
Sir, I believe do good deeds and good will happen to you. Ok, so what do you think about women
empowerment in India? Not convinced No but everyday in the news we see female foeticide, child marriages
and all happening. But the Scenario is changing.
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sum of its digits.

If both do combinely in how much time they will finish. How much should typist A receive? Typist can take
file from top whenever she has time and type it. What is the length of the circular rod with diameter 8 inches
and equal to volume of rectangular plate? He starts to go to airport on his motorbike. Plane comes early and
the mail is sent by a horse-cart. The man meets the cart in the middle after half an hour. He takes the mail and
returns back, by doing so, he saves twenty minutes. How early did the plane arrive? He returned home at 2:
The cart travelled a time of 10 min before it met him. His driver Mangaram drops him at the railway station in
the morning and picks him up in the evening. Mangaram also reaches at the same time. Not wanting to wait
for the car he starts walking home. Mangaram starts at normal time, picks him up on the way and takes him
back house, half an hour early. How much time did Ram singh walked? In 4 years total growth of the trees is 8
ft. Its first two digits, multiplied by 3 gives all ones. And the next two digits multiplied by 6 give all twos.
Remaining two digits multiplied by 9 gives all threes. Then what is the code? Red ball is in a box whose
colour is same as that of the ball in a yellow box. Red box has green ball. In which box you find the yellow
ball? How many minimum balls one should pick out so that to make sure the he gets at least 2 balls of same
color. Find the larger number? Difference between weights of A and B is 3 kgs. And between B and C is 5
kgs. A and B fall short of 10 and 2 shots respectively to the qualifying mark. If each of them fired atleast one
shot and even by adding their total score together, they fall short of the qualifying mark, what is the qualifying
mark? A tells it is 3 to B tells it is 3 past C tells it is D tells it is half a dozen too soon to No two watches
show the same time. The difference between the watches is 2,3,4,5 respectively. Whose watch shows
maximum time? One object falls 64cm in 2sec than in 6sec from how much height the object will fall. Sol The
falling height is proportional to the squere of the time. After the 51st innings his average was 51 how many
runs he made in the 51st innings Ans first 50 ings. They take turns to finish the work. Anand on the first day,
Bittu on the second and Chandu on the third day and then Anand again and so on. On which day will the work
get over? The child does it in 24 days 66 A:
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The Tata Consultancy Services is offering several opening for the posts and all the fresher applicants who are
interested to get a job under the firm need to buckle up. Hope this will help you like our other post on next
steps and webmail. The official notification about the recruitment has been posted by the company and the
further process is also commenced. The TCS is a big company that offers job opportunities to the serious job
seekers every year all across the nation. The completion every year keeps increasing and many fresher
candidates all across India participates in the TCS Recruitment process everywhere. For the year , there are
thousand of participants interested to get the TCS Carrier. A proper systematic procedure is followed under the
process and now the TCS Placements Papers has also been issued. The aspirants can now get great help out of
it. TCS Placement papers â€” official website link The TCS Placement Paper can now be found online on the
former website page where in the fresher applicants can visit the website and rack the Online Test which will
further help them to having a clear acknowledgment of the test pattern and placement questions. As the
completion is hue, it gets easy for the candidates to get clear picture about the pattern before appearing for it.
The official website portal link is www. There are many other websites where the information can be
searched, but that will take lot of time. This website is official website portal where all the information related
to TCS Recruitment will be found. So, the fresher candidates are suggested to stay in regular visit of the site to
get posted about the further process. TCS Placements Papers details: Name of the organization: All across
India Official website: There should be no failure because of lack of preparation so the organizations held the
responsibility for the fresher aspirants to have a very clear idea about the test and process. Managing skills by
trying the mock test online is what takes to win in the race. On the other side, the official website also has
detailed about the TCS Aptitude test that is also a process of selection for the TCS jobs. Find out about it in
the link and gear up for a better preparation. TCS Placement Procedure The fresher applicants must be aware
about the TCS Placement Procedure clearly before applying for it. So quickly read the procedure details here.
In order to get the job under this reputed firm, TCS, the candidates are required to clear all the rounds. For the
year , fresh test pattern has been released which need to be checked. A written test will eb conducted by the
TCS which is supposed to be taken seriously by the candidates. The written test will eb further followed with
the Email writing, technical interview round and HR interview round which has to be cleared. Out of these, the
HR interview round is said to be the most tricky one where the aspirant will be judged based of
self-confidence, communication skill and behavioral aspect. Get a very bright idea about the enrollment and
selection process on the portal page and leave no chance of rejection after coming this forward. For more
details, visit www. A unique test pattern is said to be followed under the TCS Recruitment The total time
given for the entire test process is one and half hour. Once the written test pattern is cleared, the candidates
should start preparing themselves for the interview round. The test round is done to test the management skills
of the candidates. Under this process, the time of 40 minutes will be given to for quantitative ability, 20
minutes for programming ability, and 20 minutes for coding test ad email writing. Altogether, one and half
hour is allotted to crack the zeal for the fresher candidates applying for the TCS jobs. The aspirants can get the
TCS Placement papers online on the portal website in the PDF file format that can easily be downloaded and
referred by them. If you are not aware about the download process, later in this article the detailed procedure
will be mentioned. The aspirants can download the PDF file format of TCS Placement papers and start
preparing themselves thoroughly to sack the race of competition. The TCS Placements Papers consists of the
information about the online tests and also gives the opportunity to the fresher applicants to write the online
test in addition to the test papers. Till will boost the knowledge and confidence of the participants. There are
several questions along with the answers provided and the candidates can solve the questions and later tally
their answers. In case you are not aware about the downloading procedure of TCS Placement Paper , following
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the below steps will help you with getting step by step help. Firstly, open the official website link tcs. Once
the link is found, click on it and a new page appear on screen. Now the file appears in the PDF format which
needs to be downloaded. The PDf file gets automatically saved in your system and you can refer it whenever
required. The article comes to an end. All those participating fresher aspirants, we wish you all the very best
and May the best one get the TCS jobs. Do well and feel proud to be recruited under such a big reputed
company. Share this article further and stay in regular visit of the website portal page.
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